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Abstract. As the real-time systems and embedded systems are developing, behaviors of systems has 
become hybrid with the fusion of discrete and continuous components. Traditional labeled transition 
system could only describe discrete systems. In this paper, we proposed a new type of labeled transition 
system which called algebraic transition system. The algebraic transition system can describe behaviors 
of hybrid systems. On the algebraic transition system, an approximate simulation relation was defined, 
which is a better choice for reducing complexity and providing more robust relationships between 
systems. 
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Introduction 

Labeled transition systems are useful for giving semantics to programming programs characterized 
with discrete structures. As the development of real-time systems and embedded systems, behaviors of 
systems become hybrid with the fusion of discrete and continuous components [1]. Breugel [2, 3] 
generalized the theory for proving the equivalence of semantic models of programming languages by 
means of labeled transition systems with metric.  

In our proposed algebraic transition system, we using the approximate method of polynomials: 
Taylor approximations [4]. When we build the metric of algebraic transition systems, we refer the 
theory of metric labeled transition systems [3]. In [5], the decision result on first-order arithmetic 
formulas was proposed. In model checking [6, 7], labeled transition system is used to describe the 
potential behavior of discrete systems, and we extend the labeled transition systems with polynomials, 
which can describe the behaviors of a kind of hybrid systems. For weighted transition systems, Larsen 
has proposed the approximate simulation relation [9].  

Preliminaries  

We start with some terminology and notion which we will use heavily. Let R  be the set of real 

numbers, N  be the set of naturals including the 0 , and 0R   be the set of non-negative reals. The 

cardinality of a set A  is the number of elements in A  and is denoted || A .  

Definition 1  (Metric space) A metric space is given by a nonempty set S  and a distance function 

0R:  SSd , called metric, such that   

    1.  for all Syx , , yxyxd S =0=),(  ,  

    2.  (symmetry) ),(=),( xydyxd  for all Syx , , and  

    3.  (triangle inequality) ),(),(),( zydyxdzxd   for all Szyx ,, .  

  The metric d  is pseudo if 0=),( yxd  does not necessarily means that yx = . A hemimetric is 

a metric without the symmetry, i.e., there exists some Syx ,  such that ),(),( xydyxd  . The 

pair ),( dS  with a pseudo metric d  is called a pseudo metric space. Similarly, ),( dS  is a hemimetric 

space if d  is a hemimetric. 
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A sequence }{ ns  in a metric space ),( dS  is a Cauchy sequence if for any 0>  there exists an 

integer NN  such that for all Nmn >, , <),( mn ssd . In addition, the sequence }{ ns  

converges to X  if there exists an NM  such that for all Mn > , <),( Xsd n . The metric space 

),( dS  is complete if every Cauchy sequences converges to an element in S . 

Let ),( dS  be a metric space, and SSf :  be a function. The function is a contraction with a 

Lipschitz constant   if for all Sxx 21, , ),())(),(( 2121 xxdxfxfd    with 1<0  . If 

xxf =)(  with Sx  , then x  is a fixed point of f  in S .  

Algebraic Transition Systems and Simulation  

In this section we introduce relationships between algebraic transition systems [10], which are 
specific transition systems labeling transitions with algebraic expressions. We concentrate on the 
relationships here, simulation, but other kinds may be defined by algebraic expressions labeled on 
transitions. Algebraic expressions, called algebraic formulas, are defined with polynomials and 
inequalities which are used to specify transition relation between system states. 
     Firstly, we introduce the notion of algebraic transition system (ATS) that is a kind of transition 
systems with transitions labeled by algebraic formulas, and extend it to a metric version, where the state 
space is endowed with a metric as well as labels.  
Definition 2  (Algebraic Transition Systems)  For the signature ),( FV , a metric algebraic transition 

system is a tuple ),,T,L,S(=A 00 S  such that   

    • S  is a set of locations,  

    • ),(L FVV '  is a set of algebraic formulas labeled on transitions, where the set 

},,{= 1
'
n

'' xxV   represents the new values taken by the variables Vxx n ,,1   after transitions,  

    • SLST   is a set of transitions,  

    • S0S  is a set of initial locations, and  

    • ),(0 FV  is an initial conditions.  

  

 
 

  Fig 1: an example which gives a transition system 
   A transition system given by the example in Fig. 1 is an algebraic transition system in the form of the 
following  
 },,,{=S dcba  

  0=20,=1}{=L  '' xx

  0=23)(0,=12)( 22  '''' xxxx  

   bxa ' 0,=1,=L   
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 )0,=12)(,(  2 cxxa ''   

 )0,=2,(  dxb '    

 )0,=23)(,(  2 dxxc ''   

),,(  ad   

 }{=0 aS  

 }{=0 True  

 where the label   represents a null transition which leaves all variables unchanged. 

Let us explain the semantics of an algebraic transition systems ),,T,L,S(=A 00 S . A state ),( us


 

is a vector ||R Vu 


 paired with a location Ss . The set of all possible states are usually understood 
as the state space of A  denoted by )A(tateS . Let us remark that the state space can be discrete, 

continuous, or hybrid. This makes it possible to cover a wide range of complex systems including 
discrete, continuous, or hybrid states. 

We say there is a transition labeled by L  from location 1s  to location 2s , if there exists an 

evolution from state ),( 11 us


 to ),( 22 us


, denoted by ),(),( 2211 usus


   , such that   

    • T),,( 21 ss  ,  

    • ],[ 21 uxux ' 






 with ||xVx


 , || 'x'' Vx


 , ||

1 R xu


  and ||
2 R

'xu


 .  

 Moreover, the state ),( 22 us


 is a successor of the state ),( 11 us


. If there are finitely many successors 

for each state in )A(tateS , the system A  is called finitely branching. The system A  is called 

nonblocking if there exists at least one successor for all states in )A(tateS . In addition, the initial states 

of A , denote by iniC , are determined by locations in 0S  and the initial condition 0  such that 

}][|),{(= 000000 uxSsusCini





 . For instance, the initial states of the system shown in 

Fig. 1 is denoted by }R|),{( ||Vuua 


. 

  

Theorem 1  A state ),( us


 is reachable in n  step iff )A(),( nReachus 


. And, ),( us


 is reachable iff 

)A(),( Reachus 


.  

 Proof. This proof is a quite trivial. If the state ),( us


 is reachable in n  steps, then there is a run 







      n
nn

n ususus


),(),(),( 11
11

0
00  such that 

),(=),( usus nn


 and iniCus ),( 00


. Since iniCus ),( 00


 and ),(),( 11

0
00 usus


 


, we 

have )(),( 11 iniCReachus 


 by the definition of )(Reach . Likewise, we can conclude 

)(),( 2
22 iniCReachus 


 since ))((),( 22 iniCReachReachus 


 can be obtained from 

),(),( 22
1

11 usus


 


. Therefore, )A(=)(),( n
ini

n
nn ReachCReachus 


 can be concluded 

likewise. 

Conversely, assume that )(=)A(),( ini
nn CReachReachus 


. If 0=n , then 

iniini CCReachus =)(),( 0


. 

 Hence ),( us


 is an initial state which is reachable in 0  steps. In the case of 0>n , 

 )(),( ini
n CReachus 


 

 ))((),( 1
ini

n CReachReachus 


 

 )(),)(,(),( 1
11

1
11 ini

n
nn

n
nn CReachususus 




  
 

 

    





 ),)(,(),(),( 22
1

11
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 )(2 ini
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 iniCus ),( 00


 

 Hence the state ),( us


 is reachable in n  steps. 

By the definition of reachability, ),( us


 is reachable if and only if it is reachable in n  steps with all 

Nn . For any 0n , ),( us


 is reachable in n  steps if and only if )A(),( nReachus 


 by the 

proof above. Hence, ),( us


 is reachable if and only if )A(=)A(),(
N

ReachReachus n

n



 .  

  The reachable states of an algebraic transition system play an important role in the verification of 
safety and liveness . The high cardinality of reachable states has motivated the development of various 
notion of system relationships that potentially reduce the complexity of verification [8]. 

Now, we introduce simulation for algebraic transition systems. Simulation is an important system 
relationships well established in the formal method community. The simulation between two systems 
reflects the relationship that a system is refined by the other one. We introduce the simulation of 
algebraic transition systems based on syntactic identity that requires the algebraic formulas labeled on 
transitions are strictly identical.  

Definition 3  (Syntactic Simulation) Let ),,T,L,S(=A 00 S  and  ''''' S 00,,T,L,S=A   be 

algebraic transition systems with the same label set. A simulation for A  by 'A  is a binary relation 
'SSR   such that for all R),( 21 ss :   

    • For each 100 Ss  there exists a 200 S's  such that R),( 00 'ss , and  

    • If there is a transition 'ss 11     of 1L , then there exists a transition 
'ss 22     of 2L  with R),( 21 '' ss .  

We say the system 1A  is syntactically simulated by system 2A , denoted by 21 A°A syn , if there is a 

syntactic simulation for 1A  by 2A . The syntactic version of simulation for algebraic transition systems 

shows that each transition of the system 1A  can be matched by a transition of the system 2A  with an 

identical label. 
Since algebraic formulas are labeled on algebraic transition systems, the notion of simulation can be 

refined according to the semantics of algebraic formulas, which leads to the semantical simulation. 

Definition 4  (Semantical Simulation) Let ),,T,L,S(=A 0L iiiii Sd  with 1,2,=i  be two 

algebraic transition systems. The semantical simulation for 1A  by 2A  is a binary relation 21 SS:R   

which satisfies that   

• For each 100 Ss  there is a 200 S's  with R),( 00 'ss , and  

• If there is ts     with R),( 'ss , then there exists a transition ''' ts     

with '  . 

The system 1A  is semantically simulated by system 2A  ( 21 A°A sem ) if there exists a semantical 

simulation relation for 1A  by 2A . 

Proposition 1  Let 1A , 2A  be algebraic transition systems.  

2121 A°AA°A semsyn   (1) 

)A()A(A°A 2121 ReachReachsyn   (2) 

)A()A(A°A 2121 ReachReachsem   (3) 

 Proof. The proof of (1) is trivial since for any L  there is   . 
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If 21 A°A syn , then there exists a syntactic simulation for 1A  by 2A . By this syntactic simulation, 

a run 





      i
ii

i ususus


),(),(),( 11
11

0
00  of 1A  can be 

matched by a run of 2A . The reachable set of 1A  is included in )A( 2Reach . The proof of 3 is similar.  

Approximate Simulation 

Since classical relationships between labeled transition systems do not permit any error, the reduction 
of systems is clearly limited. Approximate relationships, which allow for error, will improve the 
reduction of systems. Notions of system approximation are not only better choice for reducing 
complexity but also provide more robust relationships between systems. The challenge of approximate 
relationships is to quantify the quality of the approximation. 

A metric for action labels defines the distance between labels such as  

|)()(|sup=),( iid
i

   

To construct the notions of approximate relationships, we equip labeled transition systems with metrics 
on the state space and the set of action labels.  
Definition 5 (Metric Labeled Transition Systems) A metric labeled transition system is a labeled 

transition system )T,L,S(  such that the set of states S  is endowed with a metric sd , and the set of 

labels L  is equipped with a metric ld , such that   

    1.  ),S( sd  is a metric space,  

    2.  ),L( ld  is a metric space as defined in Def. 1.  

 There are different choices between state space and action labels on which metrics are defined. Most 

transition systems define their state space as a metric space by equipping the state metric sd  [6, 7, 1]. 

Another choice is to label their transitions with certain constants as the costs or the probabilities of 
performing the corresponding transitions [9]. 

The metric sd  specifies the distance between states, and the metric ld  reflects the distance between 

transitions. Note that sd  and ld  do not need to strictly satisfy all conditions in the definition of metrics 

shown in Def. 1. Particularly, the metrics sd  and ld  are chosen to be pseudo or hemimetric under 

distinct circumstances [6, 1, 9,]. 
For labeled transition systems with finite states, we investigate the distances between states. 

Inspired by [9, 1] and [6], we present the definition of sd  by ld  which captures the notions of 

distances between states that how far they are from being similar and bisimilar.  
Definition 6  (Simulation Distances) Let )T,L,S(=L  be a labeled transition system with a metric 

0RLL: ld  such that S  is finite. For states S, 21 ss , the simulation distance from state 1s  

to 2s  is defined to be the least fixed point of the following functions  

 ),(),(infsup=),( 2121

2
2

21
1

1

21 ttddssd sl

tsts

s 





 (4) 

 where R  and 1<0  .  
Simulation distances between states in a labeled transition system can be denoted by a matrix. Let 

},,{=S 1 nss   be the state set of a labeled transition system )T,L,S(=L , define a function 
nnnnD 




  00 RR:  as follows  

} ),({infsup=)( ghl

hsjsgsis

ij dD ss 





 (5) 

 where ghs  indicates the entry of matrix s  in its g th row and h th column. The matrix of simulation 

distances over S  can be written as  
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21

22221
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=  

 For two matrices nn 
 0R,ts , the distance between s  and t  is defined by the metric 

||max=),( 1=, ijij
n
jid tsts  .  

Summary 

In this paper, we present the approximation simulation definition on algebraic transition systems. Using 
algebraic transition systems, we can abstract a kind of hybrid systems, especially embedded systems. 
Then we construct the approximate simulation relationship between algebraic transition systems, 
which allow for error, will improve the reduction of systems. Next, we will study the topics of other 
relationships in algebraic transition systems, like bisimulaiton relationship, and trace equivalence 
relationship, etc. 
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